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ZEBLOK: AI FOR ASSET MANAGERS 
CLOUD NATIVE AI-PLATFORM-AS-A-SERVICE 

Zeblok Computational’s accelerated AI Platform-as-a-Service is uniquely suited for portfolio managers, analysts, data 
scientists and data strategists, providing tools that allow your team to make more informed investment decisions.  
Powered by proven, original algorithms and available in the cloud, on-premise, or as a fully managed AI Service, Zeblok 
can help you ingest and evaluate the value of alternative data more efficiently, integrate AI with your proprietary 
research platform, financial modeling and valuation and risk management.   

• A Single Unified Scalable Platform: Spend less time re-configuring environments and more time on analysis 

• Algorithms That Work: Connect proprietary datasets to advanced machine learning algorithms 

• Accelerated Data Lake: Integrate disparate datasets more efficiently and quickly 

• Data Scientists: Outsource distinct tasks or allow Zeblok’s team to develop entire solutions 

Platform Offerings Include: 

1. AI-WorkStation: Start in minutes via a simple web browser user interface, with familiar open source AI/ML 
frameworks. Our proprietary orchestration engine provides a single unified environment, including AI algorithms, 
accelerated data lake and AI-HPC. Whether you are using AI to identify new sources of alpha, manage risk 
exposure or uncover hidden relationships between factors that drive investment performance, the AI-WorkStation 
scales seamlessly and is designed from the ground up for collaboration. 
 

2. Intelligence Marketplace: Growing library of curated AI algorithms, allowing for advanced analysis, including:  

a. Zeblok AI-Rover™: Analytics and data visualization software, based on an exclusive Explainable AI 
algorithm’s three linked modules, to optimize outcomes and corroborate important decisions. 

b. Sentiment Analysis: Zeblok’s AI-Rover™ and MarketPsych Indices from Refinitiv identify the impact of 
market sentiment that can easily be incorporated into your analysis and decision processes. 
 

3. Data Lake: Integrate live data feeds and other external data sources, with in-house data – a high-performance 
data store that allows you to import, filter, and instantly analyze objects, using Blazing SQL.  
 

4. AI Expertise: Zeblok provides quantitative and fundamental research teams the talent and resources required to 
build or enhance AI-driven investment decision processes quickly and easily, without having to write any code of 
their own. 
 

5. Multiple Deployment Options: We can bring our platform to your current on-premises infrastructure and data or 
to your cloud provider network. Or use Zeblok’s superior (performance, time and cost efficiency) private multi-
cloud – smart sourced GPU/CPU compute, connectivity, networking and storage, while adhering to the strictest of 
compliance standards. 

ZEBLOK ECOSYSTEM – A DIFFERENTIATED SOLUTION FOR INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 
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